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Cover Story
It has been sometime since the last issue of Ashpan. The photographs on
the front and rear cover depict some of the things that have happened
since then.

Front Cover – The Ickenham Festival
In June IDSME took its usual part in the biennial Ickenham Festival
Gala day, by providing a portable track. Harry Wilcox is seen driving
Phil Wimbush’s class 66, conveying the Mayor and Mayoress of
Hillingdon, along
with their police
escort, actually PC
Natasha Nugent of
Ickenham’s local
policing team.
This year’s gala day
took place at a new
venue, on the open
space in Milton
Court. The Vyners
School playing fields
which had be used in
previous years were
unavailable due to
building work.
IDSME’s track was
located on one side of
the road that links
Milton Court to the
main road.
As ever the club were
greeted by a steady
stream of passengers
through the four-
hour opening time.
The day ended with a
most efficient
‘return-to-base’ (all of
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350 yards away)
For the record –
takings were £276.80
which equates to 346
passengers carried.
The portable track run
was not IDSME’s only
involvement in the
Ickenham Festival this
year, as we were also
represented by the
Model Railway Group
with contributions from
them to the Arts &
Crafts Exhibition at
the U.R.C. Hall.

Inside Front Cover Upper – Ickenham Community Evening
Back in December IDSME undertook the usual evening portable track
run adjacent to the Ickenham Village Hall, as part of the Ickenham
Community Evening. This is, of course, the closest portable track run to
IDSME, just pipping the one described earlier by 50 yards.
Friday 8th December dawned with a distinct nip in the air. For once the
weather forecasters were well on the right side of being wrong and the
10% chance of snow never materialised. Sadly, they were entirely correct
about the plummeting temperature reinforced by a biting wind. The
benefit was that all of the track gang turned out suitably equipped to
defend themselves against the elements – but not always able to bend
down to lay track.
‘London & Home Counties’ were again our hosts and thanks go to them
for allowing us to use what must be the prime site in the village for this
evening, being adjacent to the village hall. The only down side of the
location is that, irrespective of the prevailing wind, it always blows down
the length of their yard.
Running conditions through the evening proved challenging as the
cutting wind numbed the senses. Some temperamental motive power
slightly reduced our carrying capacity, but the crew soldiered on against
the odds.
The weather also obviously affected the public turnout as despite a
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healthy number gathering early in the evening it was evident that most
had abandoned the streets by just after 8 o’clock. We battled on to
closing time reducing the service to a single train and were pleased to
call it a day just before nine. A very speedy clear-up saw almost all of the
team back in the clubhouse in less than forty minutes.
A quick count of the contents of the fares bag showed a passenger total of
272 (ignoring the traditional half passenger carried). This number is
down on recent years, but as I'm sure you will have realised it was
extremely cold out there and not all Ickenham residents are as bonkers
as us!

Inside Front Cover Lower – London Model Engineering Exhibition
In January IDSME had a stand at the London Model Engineering
Exhibition at Alexandra Palace. This year’s stand was voted 3rd best
club stand at the exhibition and the photographs show a certificate being
presented to the club stewards who were on hand at the time.
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The President's Charity
By Graham Findlater

Back when Peter Pardington
took on the role of President, he
suggested reinstating an old
practice of IDSME supporting a
charity nominated by the
President. In view of the fact
that IDSME gains a sizeable
income from giving train rides
to children (both above and
below the age of eighteen) he
suggested that IDSME should
support local organisations
dedicated to the welfare of children.

The then Treasurer, Martin Humphrey, was informed that the
Hillingdon Hospital Paediatric unit would be the first to benefit,
suggesting that, as it was the brainchild of the President, it should be
up to the President to contribute. This then set the ball rolling.

By 2006 Mark Hamlin had succeeded Martin to become Treasurer, and
therefore it became Mark’s job to send off the relevant Cheque. In the
first instance this amounted to the princely sum of £330.
Mark then trawled through Yellow pages and found a reference to:

Hillingdon Hospital Paediatric Occupational Therapy Unit

This, in Mark's opinion, would be the intended recipient and therefore
duly sent off the cheque.

In Mark's own words.

‘We had a lovely letter back from them saying that they didn't feel that
they were really the correct recipients as they weren't really a pure
paediatric unit explaining that their role is to help young children with
motor skills development needs, but if we were happy to let them keep the
money they would like to spend it on the following things (duly listed
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with the costs as well). They added that they do not get much funding for
such niceties, so the money would be very much appreciated.
We discussed the reply in the Committee and Peter agreed with the
consensus that they had been so delightfully honest about the windfall
and had shown that they would really welcome the money for some very
specific items, that we all felt we really wanted to support this group even
though it wasn't quite what Peter had originally intended.'

This marked the start of a long association with the hospital and the
very dedicated staff of the unit
In 2009 Derek Elliot was operating the turntable on running day and at
the same time trying to sell a range of soft toys in aid of the charity,
Mrs. Val Fitch went to help him with the sales and became involved
herself, now raising funds from the sale of books, puzzles, soft toys,
knitted items and many other items. In fact, Val will use her own
money to purchase items on which she can make a profit, passing on
everything she makes to the charity.
On running days, you will find her next to the booking office ready to
sell anything from her tables for this valuable cause.

Fitch's Emporium
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IDSME Members,
together with Val’s
contributions, have
helped raise £8,585 to
date, with a further £700
so far this year, thus
making a total from 2006
of £9285.
Monies donated are now
shared between three
other children’s
departments at the
hospital, all doing similar
work, and enjoying the
continuing support we
have given the Paediatric
Teams over the years.
The proceeds of the
Christmas raffle have been
included for this charity,
along with further
donations from members
and public where collection
boxes are on display. In
addition, Mr & Mrs Fitch
also kindly provided and
fitted the post box for the
collection of donations.
Up until 2016 the hospital
would receive a cheque for
them to spend on items they
were unable to acquire from their NHS budget, inviting members to the
hospital to view and possibly try out some of those purchased items.
Unfortunately, their precious nursing time was being taken up by
sourcing items they wanted to purchase, so IDSME has stepped in, and
now makes purchases from a ‘wish’ list, on their behalf.
This has had an added effect, as we can now take advantage of special
deals from suppliers, often with a bit of arm twisting to enhance our
contribution to the hospital.

Above: A small selection of toys that
IDSME has donated.

Above: Nicola Mills, Jenny Drake, Graham
Findlater (Treasurer), Val Fitch and Geoff Higgs
(current President) during a visit to the paediatric

unit by Graham, Val and Geoff.
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Chairman's Chat
Doubtless some of you are wondering why there has ben a gap in the
publication of Ashpan. Well there may be a number of reasons, external
workloads, other projects, lack of time, but in truth the biggest single
cause is a lack of material. Whilst our editor works tirelessly to pull
together this magazine he can’t do it without your contributions. You’ve
all seen and, I believe, appreciated past articles as well as learning about
a wide number of subjects.
Well my first challenge to you all is to think of what you might be able to
contribute for the consumption of the rest of us. Articles or items do not
have to be exclusively ‘model engineering’ or technically based. Anything
you find of interest or amusement may well be considered so please don’t
be shy, just drop your contribution to the editor. Pictures, news items,
quiz questions or even, dare I suggest, the odd humorous article -
basically anything that has caught your attention.

Challenge Two - What happens for the coming year? We have over the
years developed a club with the most excellent facilities. We have also
constructed a site which continually attracts compliments from our
visitors, both public and from other clubs. I make no excuse for repeating
my views that we now need to consolidate our efforts, and both make use
of the facilities, and maintain them. The coming year will have as its
major focus the ground work for the re-signalling project as previously
agreed by the members. Whilst there will be a great deal of physical
labouring to install ducting etc there is also much that could be achieved
by individuals on site or at home in the production of signal components
to the requirements of the design team. There will be a number of
opportunities in the coming months to contribute your thoughts on how
to best complete these works and for you to contribute to the design.
Please let us all consider this a project that engages the whole
membership and makes use of all our individual skills and abilities.

Finally, I mentioned the need to maintain our site and its facilities. This
is something all members can contribute to in a wide range of ways. I
intend to include at least one weekend date every month during which
we can have some structure to carrying out whatever is the most urgent
of tasks. These have been advertised for some time now but with only
the support of a small hard core of members. These days are not all
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about hard graft and can easily incorporate the opportunities for
members to make use of the railway or seek some one-to-one guidance in
the workshop. These organised dates do not preclude anyone from
coming along at other times to do one of the myriads of regular jobs that
need attention.
The only caveat I ask on behalf of us all is, if you see a task that you
would be prepared to undertake or organise, just let a member of the
committee know. This is not to stifle your willingness, merely to ensure
the work is viable and not already allocated to someone else.

Bob Proudfoot
Hon. Chairman

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

The Chairman is currently preparing for the annual ‘trial by AGM’
where he has to deliver his report on the past year. More than
fifty years ago the view an IDSME chairman faced looked

like this. As yet no chairman of IDSME is prepared to admit
that the view, during an AGM, has improved…
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Ashpan Notebook
Subscription Renewals

Membership subscriptions for 2018/19 fell due at the beginning of April.
The full membership subscription this year is £40, while junior
membership is £10. If you haven't already paid, the treasurer will be
delighted to receive your subscription sooner rather than later. If you
can't get down to the club to see him in person then you can either pay
by electronic transfer into the club account (at Barclays, Sort Code
20-73-53, Account No. 30548782, your name will serve as the transaction
reference) or by sending a cheque (made payable to IDSME) to Graham
Findlater, 6 Arundel Road, Sands, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 4NE.

Ashpan 116 & 117

Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The long delay in the appearance of this issue of
Ashpan was down, in part to the lack of material, despite the promise of
articles from a number of members. The next edition of Ashpan, number
117, is due to be published at the end of the year and so any
contributions should be with the editor by the end of November. The
editor's contact details can be found on the inside front cover. If you're
struggling for ideas for an article for Ashpan, and, sometime in the last
few years, you've given a talk to IDSME during the winter programme,
why not recycle your talk as an article for the magazine. After all a good
many members would not have been able to attend IDSME when you
gave your presentation.

Members’ Running Day - September 15th

A members’ running day is planned for Saturday 15th September 2018.
Friends and family are welcome. There is an aspiration to hold a
barbecue later in the day if sufficient people show an interest. If you
wish to partake please let Bob Proudfoot know, along with an idea of
numbers. There is a list on the wall in the clubhouse for this purpose
(near the front of the club room).
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Anniversaries

As you might have seen from the front cover, this year marks the
seventieth anniversary of the society. The actual anniversary is in
October. No particular celebrations are planned this year, the feeling
being that the society’s 75th Anniversary is more worthy of celebration.
Next year, however, sees another IDSME anniversary, that perhaps
should be celebrated. September 2019 will see the fiftieth anniversary of
the official opening of the first section of our ground level track. The
opening ceremony took place on Saturday 27th September 1969, the day
after the AGM.
Regular public running days commenced the following spring, so 2019
will also be our fiftieth running season. Suggestions of how and when
this anniversary should be celebrated are sought.

The official 'First Train' Saturday 27th September 1969
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Data Protection
We’ve all been inundated of recent with requests from big organisations
to confirm they can continue to use our personal data, as they adjust
their processes to meet the requirements of the new EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). Following an e-mail from a confused
member who believed the committee had to write to him for permission
to keep his personal data, I think I need to explain a bit about the GDPR
and why it has minimal effect on IDSME.

To start with, we keep very little personal data about everyone. The
only personal information we have is your name, contact details
(address, e-mail and telephones) and date of birth. This is necessary to
meet your membership needs, so we can post out Ashpan, contact you if
needed, and ensure you are covered in the correct age group for the
personal accident insurance policy provided for all members
participating in society activities.

The only other information held about you directly relates to your
activities as a member of IDSME. Specifically, this is a record of
whether you have been approved as competent to operate workshop
machines unsupervised or undertake certain railway tasks on public
running days, and, perhaps most obviously of all, whether or not you’ve
paid your annual subscription.

The data is securely stored by me, the Secretary and IDSME Data
Controller. The Treasurer keeps a simple separate list of names and
subscriptions paid. The data is only used for the purpose you provided it
for. It’s kept updated (or as much as it can be – the onus is on
individuals to tell me if they move or change e-mail accounts). We don’t
share your data with anyone without your explicit permission, other
than providing names and age groups to the insurance company once a
year. Only the committee and a few nominated members like the
Ashpan distribution team see your contact details. We meet the
requirements of the UK Data Protection Act 1998 and, in doing so, have
covered the GDPR as it would apply to a small society such as IDSME
that holds minimal data and doesn’t do much with it.

The GDPR places emphasis on accountability. Organisations need to
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demonstrate how they are complying with the requirements to protect
data, to consider why they are processing data, how they do it, how it is
lawful and who it is being shared with. This is straightforward with
IDSME but is a key area of change for many major companies, where
the harvesting and use of personal data has significant economic value.
This is where the EU has sought to balance the situation with a new set
of ‘digital rights’ for citizens.

The other big requirement of the GDPR is for organisations to be
transparent about how personal data is used. This requirement is
largely behind all those privacy notices you will have received. We’ve
covered IDSME data management at a number of meetings and
discussions in the last twenty years. It is not really worth £50 of club
funds for me to write a letter to everyone telling you there has been no
change in our data management as a result of the GDPR. If you didn’t
already know about this, you should do now you’ve got this far in the
article.

If anyone has any concerns or questions about personal data and GDPR,
do have a word with me or drop me a line. Now let’s get back to
enjoying our model engineering…….

David Sexton
Hon. Secretary
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Winter Programme 2018/19
Please note this is an early draft (there are items to fill a couple of the gaps
but dates are still to be settled). I hope the full version will be available for
the AGM and, of course, those who look at the Message Board can keep up-
to-date via that medium.
All Meetings are on Fridays, from 8pm in the clubhouse.
28 Sep 2018 Annual General Meeting
5 October The RAF’s Transition to Jet Aircraft - Graham Skinner
12 October To be announced
19 October Gauge O Videos
26 October Club & General Interest Night
2 November Members’ Slides Night
9 November To be announced
16 November To be announced
23 November Light Railways - Malcolm Parsons
30 November Tramways Big and Small - Mark and Simon Hamlin
7 December Ickenham Community Evening – Portable Track Run

(No Indoor Meeting)
14 December Projects - Peter Pardington
21 December Sir Cyril’s Christmas Extravaganza - The Minions
28 December No Meeting
4 Jan 2019 Bob Proudfoot Entertains
11 January Club & General Interest Night
18 January London Model Engineering Exhibition

- Alexandra Palace (also Sat 19 and Sun 20)
25 January Minions’ Quiz
1 February The life of Ted Martin - Mark Hamlin
8 February Model Railway Group Evening
15 February To be announced
22 February To be announced
1 March What We Do On Tuesdays - Workshop Group
8 March Members' Slides Night
15 March Uxbridge Utilities - David Sexton
22 March Club & General Interest Night
29 March India - Mike Weedon
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Opposite is a first draft of the 2018-19 winter programme for Friday evenings (in
the clubhouse, 8pm start).
Some of the gaps are filled, but I am negotiating dates with the presenters. There
are still a couple of gaps, so any last-minute offers will still be welcome, especially
for a 'half-evening'.
I thought it might be helpful to set out some ideas on ‘What and How’ for any of
you who may have wondered how you might go about filling an evening, or half of
one, or even a segment in a general interest night (GIN). The notes that follow
have appeared on the message board but Ashpan gets to a wider audience, so it is
worth repeating them here. So, have a read through, even if it is a future
programme which will benefit...
I suspect many have given a presentation without thinking about it – talking
about something over a pint or a cuppa or putting something on the table on a
Friday night and answering questions. Or you may have written something for
Ashpan or some other journal. Or put something on the message board which
could be developed into a Friday night item.
If you do not feel you want to stand up and make a presentation perhaps Ashpan
or the message board is something you feel more comfortable with. But one
member made a PowerPoint presentation with pictures and captions so that can
be a simple way of making a short presentation.
Obviously, you have to know something about your subject and ideally more than
most of your audience! Books or other articles may be a good starting point but
the more sources the better and your own input is best of all.
For those whose ambitions extend to a full evening, allowing for any urgent club
business, tea, and questions at the end, our two-hour evening probably comes
down to 90 minutes. That could be 90 illustrations; or if you are reading a script
then one sheet of A4, printed in a readable size, takes perhaps 3 minutes to talk
through - so 30 pages if you are literally planning a 'talk'. But most 'talks' involve
a mixture of illustrations, dialogue, perhaps a video clip and possibly something
solid on the table to look at. So, thought needs to be given to the amount and type
of material needed.
A half-evening doesn’t have to be exactly half, but length has to be factored in at
an early stage to plan how it might fit in and around other contributions.
Of course, there will continue to be 'ad-hoc' nights for shorter items: General
Interest Nights are particularly for physical objects; and Slide Nights - which can
be slides, or digital images or your own video material. On these 'ad-hoc' evenings
flexibility is helpful – it's useful to be prepared to expand on detail or to be aware
of others waiting to follow you.
I hope I haven’t put anyone off. There are of course pitfalls to avoid but a well-
planned presentation can give great satisfaction to audience and presenter.
To summarise: Choose your subject. Choose a format which you are comfortable
with: i - length of presentation; ii - type of content e.g.– talk, pictures, physical
objects etc. Let the Programme Secretary know what you have in mind - As soon
as possible. please. Then comes the ‘fun’ bit – doing the research and putting it
together.

Malcolm Parsons
Programme Secretary
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The 700 Series &The New Plan
By Patrick Rollin

For a little while now I’ve been playing around with old telephones.*
The official excuse for this is that I’ve a vague aspiration to replace
IDSME’s current telephone system (which can only accommodate six
phones) with something more comprehensive. The real reason is because
it is ‘fun’, or at least interesting.
With regard to a working phone system I acquired a small second-hand
office telephone exchange (PABX**). This can handle up to sixteen
extensions. It is an electronic device but is of sufficient age that it can
cope with both pulse dialling and tone dialling. The former is the
preserve of older phones with rotary dials, while the latter is used by
push button telephones which have virtually eliminated all rotary dial
telephones.
The ability of the PABX to handle both types of phone makes it ideal for
an IDSME phone system, as it allows a vintage phone to be installed in
locations where that would be appropriate (signal boxes, booking office,
telephone box etc.) while a modern phone can be installed else where
(e.g. in the workshop). With sixteen extensions to play with a
considerable increase in the number of locations at IDSME with
telephones is possible.
Over the years IDSME has acquired a collection of old phones which
have been carefully stored away against a possible future use, and while
having a root around, I came across them. It took some rooting too, as,
this being IDSME, they hadn’t all been stored in the same place.
The vast majority of these phones were GPO 700 series phones, either
706s or 746s. The 700 series were the last designs of rotary dial
telephones produced by the GPO and BT and the early examples were
produced in response to public pressure for more up to date telephone
designs. The 300 series which preceded the 700 series was basically a
pre-war design, and by the 1950s appeared old fashioned when

* Old in this context means telephones that the GPO described as ‘Modern’
when they first appeared. I dare say there may be more than a few senior
IDSME members who will feel the GPO’s description remains accurate.

** PABX: Private Automatic Branch eXchange.
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compared with what was available in America. American films and
television programmes meant that the British public was well aware of
what a modern phone could look like.
It should be remembered that, at the time, the GPO had a monopoly on
telephone services in the UK (except in Hull!) and if you wanted a
telephone you had to have one of their designs. In fact, you didn’t own
the phone, you merely rented it from the GPO.

The 700 Series

The 700 series contains a number
of different designs, although
internally they were very similar
from the point of view of circuit
design. The first classic design in
the 700 series was the 706. This is
very much the archetypal example
of 700 series desktop phone, and
this design first appeared in 1959.
The GPO described this as the
‘Modern Telephone’.
The 706 was manufactured for the
GPO by several different
companies, and this led to some
differences internally. Some
manufacturers used a relatively recent innovation, the printed circuit
board, while others stuck to existing free-wired techniques.
A wall-mounted version of the 706, the 711 was produced from 1963.
Prior to this a kit of additional parts had existed allowing a 706 to be
wall mounted.
The 706 and the 711 were the mainstay of the 700 series for most of the
1960s. There were other 700 series designs for specialist applications.
For example, the 704 was intended for use by telephone line men.
Towards the end of the 1960s two new designs were produced in the
light of experience. The 746 was a revised version of the 706, this time
all manufactured with printed circuit boards, while the 741 was a
revised version of the 711. Many of the individual parts were
interchangeable. While manufacture of the 706 and 711 would cease, in
favour of their replacements, it was still possible for new telephone

An early 706 telephone
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subscribers to have refurbished 706
and 711 telephones installed as new.
Remember the GPO owned the
phone, so if it developed a fault they
would often replace it with another
phone, and then repair or refurbish
the original phone for installation
elsewhere.
The last type of phone in the 700
series that saw reasonably
widespread use was the 722, also
known as the Trimphone. Trim
stood for Tone Ringer Illuminated
Model, indicating that the phone
was equipped with a tone ringer
which warbled at 2 KHz modulated
by the ringing current, rather than
the traditional telephone bell. It
also incorporated the novel feature
of dial illumination. Development of
this design began in the mid-1960s
as the 712 with the final design
being numbered 722 and was
intended to be a top-range phone for
which subscribers had to pay a
premium. It was significantly
different in appearance, but
internally the circuitry was based
on that in the 706.
Several other 700 series designs
were produced as prototypes over
the years. For example, the GPO experimented with versions that had
key-pads instead of dials. These were not very successful for a variety of
reasons, not least of which was the necessity of making the key-pad
replicate the pulsed output of the conventional dial. Simply put the
GPO’s exchanges at the time could only cope with pulse dialling. The
pulses must be transmitted at a specified rate, but with a keypad it is
possible to dial the complete number far quicker than the pulses of each
individual digit can be sent to the exchange. At the very least this meant

An early 746 telephone. Note the subtle
difference in the case styling, particularly

in the area where the hand-set rests.

A 722 Trimphone
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a lengthy delay after finishing dialling the number while waiting for the
equipment to catch up. A conventional telephone dial makes you wait
after you dial each individual digit, while the dial returns to the start
position (and sends the appropriate number of pulses) before you can
dial the next digit. While the total time taken to dial a number was
probably similar, the perception of the delay with a key-pad phone was
greater.
The GPO was also experimenting with the layout of the key-pad. Much
early work on this had been done in America, the result of which was
key-pad layout very similar to that we’d expect today. The GPO decided
to ignore all this and re-invent the wheel. Several different layouts were
tried, for example the 724 had two rows of five buttons. Eventually the
GPO concluded that for once the Americans had got it right, and the
familiar three buttons per row layout became standard on the 756 and
all subsequent keypad phones.

The New Plan

Mention has already been made that the GPO retained ownership of the
telephone and were also responsible for all the telephone wiring. By the
1980s the GPO had been split up with responsibility for telephones now
resting with British Telecom,
which was still a monopoly
supplier. However, moves were
afoot to remove BTs monopoly
status. One of the first moves was
to allow subscribers to purchase
their own telephones, and to make
this feasible it was necessary to
introduce a new standard plug and
socket system which would allow
the subscriber to plug in their
newly purchased telephone
without the attendance of a
telephone engineer.
Previously an incoming telephone
line would terminate in a block
terminal connector and the
telephone (and any extensions)

GPO Block terminal connector.
Note metal link-strap between
lower terminals BT3 and BT4.
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would be wired directly to it by
an engineer. Many members
will remember these block
terminal connectors, and you
may still have one somewhere
between the point where your
telephone line enters the house
and the first (master)
telephone socket.
The name ‘New Plan’ derives
from the fact that the GPO had
over the years evolved many
different wiring plans to cover
the many different
configurations of telephone
service required by
subscribers. These were
numbered e.g. plan 1 , plan 1A,
plan 1B, plan 2 etc. The ‘new
plan’ was intended to largely
do away with all the old plans.
It was nice to see that BT kept
up the GPO’s tradition of
picking a name, which would
itself eventually be out of date,
i.e. the ‘modern telephone’ is
now anything but, and the
‘new plan’ is no longer that
new.
Incidentally the GPO’s old
plan 4 had featured a plug and
socket using a heavy duty
4-way jack-plug on the end of a
standard telephone line cord,
allowing the telephone to be
unplugged as required. A
separate bell-set was provided,
wired permanently to one of the sockets, so that the bell would ring even
if no telephone were plugged in.

Above: New Plan Master Socket
Below: The components in a master socket: a
resistor, a capacitor and in older examples
such as this one a surge protector wired across
the incoming line wires. Later examples
omitted the surge protector as it caused
problems for broadband.
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The new plan plugs and
sockets are, I’m sure,
familiar to all of us. The
sockets come in two
varieties: the master
socket, which will be the
first socket that an
incoming phone line
reaches, and a secondary
socket which will be used
for all extensions.
These plugs and sockets
can accommodate either
four or six wires, the
former being more
common. The four-wire
version uses pins/terminals 2 to 5, with 1 and 6 being spare. The designs
of plug and socket are defined by British Standard 6312, but rather
confusingly the terminal numbering of the socket is in the opposite
direction to the pin numbering of the plug. Thus pin 2 connects to
terminal 5, pin 3 to terminal 4 etc.
A master socket contains a 1.8 µF capacitor and a 470 kΩ resistor, but
these components are absent from a secondary socket. The terminals in
the secondary socket are wired back directly to the corresponding
terminals in the master socket. The resistor is only required to allow a
telephone engineer to test the line remotely, even if no phone is plugged
in. The capacitor feeds the AC ringing circuit of all telephones connected
to the master and secondary sockets.
The master socket marks the boundary between telephone wiring that is
the responsibility of the telephone company and that which is the
responsibility of the subscriber.
The reason for describing the new plan plugs and sockets is because
using these with my second-hand PABX is the easiest way to connect
and disconnect various telephones. It was therefore necessary to modify
the 700 series phones to work with the new plan. This is actually a little
more complicated than simply putting a ‘new plan’ plug on the end of
the existing line cord, as some of the internal wiring also needs to be
altered. This is not as daunting as it sounds as the people who designed
the 700 series phones made it really easy to reconfigure the internal

A four way new plan plug (431A connector)
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wiring. In most cases only a screw driver is required.
Incidentally when the new plan was introduced, the 700 series of phones
continued to be available, suitably modified, and these had an ‘8’ added
at the beginning of the number e.g. the modified version of the 746 was
the 8746.
When you remove the case of a 700 series phone you will be presented
with a circuit board which had two rows of screw terminals. These are
numbered T1 to T19 and the incoming line cord and handset cords are
connected to some of these via spade connectors which slide beneath the
screw head. Many adjacent terminals are linked together via metal strap
links which are also held beneath the screw heads. Individual internal
components are wired between pairs of terminals, and the internal
circuitry is built up through the use of the link straps between terminals.
Thus, reconfiguration of the circuitry to work with the new plan system,
for the most part, requires only removing or adding link straps as
required. One or two components need to be added, but these will also be
between screw terminals. The incoming line cord also needs to be
connected slightly differently.
There are four principal alterations that are required, three of which
relate to the bell circuit. The fourth is an upgrade which may or may not
already have been carried out by the GPO earlier in the phone’s life.

The internal arrangements of a
746 telephone. The screw
terminals are clearly visible in
two rows, T1 toT9 on the top
row and T10 to T19 on the
bottom. The four wires
appearing from the bottom of
the photograph on the left hand
side are from the telephone
handset, while the four on the
right are from the telephone line
cord. The other wires go to
either the bell-set or the
telephone dial. Several metal
link-straps are visible, linking
adjacent terminals.
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1: Increasing the resistance of the bell-circuit.

The bell coils fitted to the 700 series had a nominal rating of 1000Ω
(usually two 500Ω coils in series). This resistance needs to be increased
to about 4KΩ. The reason for the increase is because the new plan made
a simple but fairly fundamental change to the way telephone extensions
were wired. Put simply before the new plan the telephone bell coils of
the master telephone and all extensions were wired in series. With the
new plan all telephone bells were wired in parallel. In the former
configuration a relatively low resistance was required to ensure all coils
received sufficient current to operate. Adding extensions increased the
resistance of the circuit and reduced the current flowing. When wired in
parallel adding extensions reduced the resistance and increased the
current flowing, potentially to the point where the telephone line was
unable to supply the current required to reliably operate all the
telephone bells. Increasing the resistance of each telephone bell set
allowed more extensions to be added. The total loading on the phone line
is indicated by the REN number. REN stands for Ringer Equivalence
Number and is a measure of the load placed on the telephone line by
each telephone device. The total load on the line is calculated by
summing the REN number of all the devices attached to that line.
Generally, a BT phone line will support a total REN of 4. Increasing the
resistance of the bell set reduces the REN number of the phone.
The increase in bell coil resistance is achieved by placing a 3K3Ω
resistor in series with the bell coils. This is done by removing the link-
strap between terminal T4 and T5. The resistor is then connected
between T4 and T5 in place of the link-strap.

2: Disconnecting C1 & C2

Capacitors C1 and C2 within the phone circuit need to be disconnected.
Under the new plan their function is taken over by the capacitor in the
master socket. Capacitors C1 and C2 are 0.9 µF, and in some phones
only a single 1.8 µF capacitor was provided, which, of course, is also the
rating of the capacitor in the master socket.
Under the old wiring plans the capacitors C1 and C2 were disconnected
by the installing telephone engineer if the phone was to be used as an
extension. This left only the capacitors in the master-phone in circuit
with all the telephone bell-sets. This reconfiguration of telephones at
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time of installation is clearly not practical with the new plan, where
subscribers expect to just plug in their newly purchased phone. Thus,
the capacitor was moved to the master socket. A third wire in the line
cord links the phone to the capacitor in the socket, creating an
electrically identical circuit. The resistor in the master socket makes no
difference to the circuit as it is of a significantly higher resistance than
any of the telephone's internal circuitry.
Disconnecting the capacitors is easy. Simply remove the link-straps
between terminals T6 and T7 and between T8 and T9. At a later point
the third wire in the line cord will be connected to T6 to complete the
circuit from the master socket capacitor.

3: Completing the circuit

As originally installed the bell circuit ran between the incoming
telephone line wires. One end was connected internally within the
phone, via the strap-link between T8 and T9. The other end was
connected externally (via the green line cord wire) in the block terminal
connector using a link-strap between BT3 and BT4. The reason for this
arrangement was to allow easy connection to an external bell-set, which
was a common arrangement where it was necessary for a ringing
telephone needed to be heard over a wide area. The external bell set
could be installed with no internal alterations to the telephone. The bell
set would be connected between terminals BT7 and BT8 and the link-
strap between BT3 and BT4 removed. The bell-set would thus be in
series with the telephone’s internal bell-set.
In the new plan sockets, no connection exists between the green line
cord wire and the incoming line wire, so the bell circuit must now be
completed internally. This is achieved simply by inserting a link-strap
between terminals T17 and T18. We should have several spare link-
straps having removed several examples in earlier stages of the
conversion.

4: Adding the rectifier

Over the years that the 700 series were in use there were refinements to
the design of the internal circuitry. One such refinement was the
addition of what the GPO called the No. 205 rectifier, wired in parallel
with the transmitter (the ear piece). This was connected between
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The 746 circuit diagram before (above) and after (below) modification.
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terminals T1 and T2 and is shown on the accompanying diagram as
MR2 Rect. Element No. 205. Simply it was two diodes wired back to
back. Their purpose was to limit the voltage across the transmitter
caused by spikes on the line. Without this protection spikes would cause
nasty clicking, potentially causing headaches and acoustic shock. The
700 series were not originally fitted with this protection, so depending
on the age of the phone one may or may not already be in place. It is
simple matter to manufacture your own if necessary and fit them
between terminals T1 and T2.

The Line Cord

The final step is to make sure the line cord is correctly connected. It is
possible to obtain replacement line cords which already have a new plan
plug at one end and spade connectors and the appropriate rubber
grommet at the other.
The red and white line cord wires carry out the same function as before,
bringing in the line wires, and so connect to the same place as before;
the red wire to terminal T8 and the white wire to T18.
The blue line cord wire, which under the old wiring plans was often
spare and connected to spare terminal T15, is now used to complete the
circuit from the capacitor in the master socket, and so should now be
connected to terminal T6.
The green line cord wire, which previously completed the bell ringing
circuit to the old block terminal connector, is now spare and so should
secured to one of the spare terminals, T15 being the obvious candidate
now that the blue line cord wire has vacated it.
Having completed all these steps the phone has now been converted to
that same standard as an 8746 and so should work quite happily
provided that your telephone company still supports pulse dialling. In
general BT lines will, but other telephone companies may not.

Converting the phones in this way has been an interesting exercise, and
I’ve learnt a lot about how they work. Once sufficient had been
converted I was able to connect them to the PABX and ring one phone
from the another. It was the first time for many years that I’ve made
phone call using a rotary dial.
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Above: Several of IDSME's
refurbished phones
connected to the telephone
exchange. The modern
phone on the left is
necessary to allow
programming of various
functions within the
telephone exchange.

Right: A close-up of one of
the refurbished 706
telephones.
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Rear Cover Photographs
Inside Rear Cover – Let there be light
Progress has been made on the project to install a new window in the
kitchen. Steve Pennack is seen in the upper photograph hard at work,
while in the lower photograph, the view through the window shows
Chairman, Bob Proudfoot, painting the steel sheet that will cover the
window when no-one is on site at IDSME. At the time of writing the only
outstanding work is to make good the interior surrounds of the window.

Rear Cover – Waiting For The Signal
The rear cover shows the
driver’s eye view from a train
waiting to depart from the
station.
After a long cold winter (a
dusting of snow fell on
Ickenham as late as mid-
March) the running season
began with a distinct
improvement in the weather
in April. By May an extended
hot-spell had begun, which
lasted well into August.
Passenger numbers have been
steady rather than
spectacular this year.
Whether this has been down
to the extremely hot weather
or our recent fares increase is
unclear, but the treasurer is
happy as total income is up.
Of course, it didn’t help that
one of our running days also
coincided with England’s
appearance in the World Cup
quarter finals, and that afternoon
almost all the passengers
vanished about 2pm.

IDSME's new fares are challenging the
Booking Clerks' mental aritmetic.
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